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Abstract: - Cloud computing security has become the most crucial problem in its growth. Encryption has been 
developed as a solution and plays a vital role in the security of information systems in cloud computing. Many 
methods are required to secure the shared data. The advanced internet, networking firms, health information, and 
cloud applications have significantly increased our data every minute. The current work focuses on cryptography 
to protect sensitive data exchanged between personal users, companies, organizations, or in the cloud applications 
and others during data transfer across the network. Firstly, data sent from the sender to the network receiver must 
be encrypted using the cryptographic algorithm. Secondly, the recipient shows the original data using the 
decryption technique. In this paper, we have proposed a model to use a hybrid encryption and decryption process 
based on AES-128 and the RSA algorithm. Furthermore, we used the HMAC algorithm to ensure the integrity 
and authenticity of data. Our experiment work has been done to explain the time required and throughput for 
encryption and decryption of three encrypting algorithms, AES, RSA, and hybrid algorithms, based on different 
data sizes, and their efficiency is compared. The results of the experiments show that the hybrid algorithm is 
better in terms of security. 
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1 Introduction 
Today's cloud computing (CC) is a rapidly evolving 
technology that is in use all over the world. 
Additionally, a cloud computing environment 
enables the sharing of resources among servers, 
users, and persons, making files and data stored there 
publicly available. As a result, it can be used by 
various sectors, including those in the healthcare, 
finance, business, organization, social network, and 
educational sectors. The most significant issue with 
cloud computing's expansion is its security measures. 
Between the cloud computing platform and the user, 
there are a lot of data interactions, [1] describe a 
process used to meet security criteria, [2]. One 
technique to guarantee data confidentiality and 
access to the receiving party without risk of 
interference from outside parties is through 
encryption. Cryptography includes creating and 
studying algorithms that prevent a third party or the 
public from reading private messages [3].  

 
Cryptographic algorithms come in two different 
varieties. The first one is public cryptography (PKC), 
or an asymmetric cipher, which employs two keys, 
one for sender and one for receiver use only. The 
second is a symmetric cipher, which encrypts and 
decrypts data using the same key for both the sender 
and the recipient. Data that has been encrypted 
remains private by hiding the user's confidentiality 
[4]. This paper designs and builds a hybrid 
encryption algorithm based on the AES (Advanced 
Encryption Standard) + RSA (Rivest, Shamir, and 
Adleman) encryption algorithm. To ensure that user 
data is transferred securely, it uses double encryption 
technology in combination with hash-based message 
authentication code (HMAC) technology. Multiple 
cipher types, typically based on differing strengths, 
are used in hybrid cryptography. The plan is to create 
a unique encryption key, which will then be encoded 
using the participant's public key. 
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2 Related Works and Significance of 

Cloud Security 
This section discusses the fundamental basics of 
cloud computing technology and issues related to 
security, mainly privacy, in cloud computing 
services. Understanding the cloud computing 
concept and how this concept is implemented in 
different service delivery and deployment models 
helps to identify the security issues facing this new 
technology. The service delivery and deployment 
models of cloud computing services are described in 
sections 2.1 and 2.2. In sections 2.3 and 2.4, 
challenges and issues in cloud computing are 
generally investigated, and some specific examples 
are provided. 
 
2.1 Cloud Service Models 
Unquestionably, cloud computing offers a variety of 
hosted services over the internet. These hosted 
services can be broadly categorized into three 
primary service models [5], namely Infrastructure as 
a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (Platform as a 
Service), and Software as a Service (SaaS), which 
have been explored in Figure 1.  
 

 
Classic Cloud Service Model      Target Users 

Fig. 1: Cloud service delivery models 
 
The cloud service delivery models, as in Figure 1 

[6], include:  
 Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS): Infrastructure 

as a Service, sometimes abbreviated as IaaS, contains 
the basic building blocks for cloud IT and typically 
provides access to networking features, computers 
(virtual or on dedicated hardware), and data storage 
space.  

 Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS): Platforms-as-a-
Service allows you to concentrate on deploying and 
administering your applications by removing the 
need for companies to manage the underlying 
infrastructure (often hardware and operating 
systems). 

 Software-as-a-Service (SaaS): With software as a 
service, the service provider gives you a finished 
product that is operated and managed on your behalf. 
Usually, end-user applications are meant when 
software as a service is mentioned.  
 
2.2 Cloud Deployment Models 
A paradigm for providing various services in an on-
demand delivery manner is cloud computing. The 
four types of cloud computing deployment models—
Public cloud, Private cloud, Community cloud, and 
Hybrid cloud—are categorized to coexist peacefully 
with other components [5] based on the cloud 
services and features already discussed. 

 Public cloud: a platform where anyone can 
sign up and access the available 
infrastructure. 

 Private cloud: a cloud platform is intended 
for a particular business. 

 Community Cloud: the infrastructure of the 
cloud is shared by several organizations and 
supports a specific community with shared 
concerns. 

 Hybrid cloud: a cloud infrastructure 
composed of two or more clouds, i.e., 
private, community, or public. 
 

2.3 Challenges to Cloud Security 

 
 

Fig. 2: Cloud Computing Security Challenges. 
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Security has been one of the most challenging 
problems for IT leaders, especially when using 
clouds. Numerous security concerns exist, keeping 
businesses from utilizing the cloud's benefits. 
Security is described as the main challenge for cloud 
users in several studies [7]. This section contains a 
taxonomy of cloud computing security terms. Figure 
2 is a schematic diagram of the cloud computing 
hierarchy highlighting the security vulnerabilities 
that might arise with deployment, service models, 
and network-related problems [8].  
 
2.4 Cloud Computing Security 
Cloud Computing refers to a broad set of policies, 
technologies, and controls deployed to protect data, 
applications, and the associated infrastructure of 
cloud computing. Data misuse is possible when 
multiple organizations share resources. Therefore, 
protecting data repositories and the data involved in 
processing, transport, or storage is essential to reduce 
risk. The most significant difficulties in cloud 
computing are related to data protection. It's crucial 
to offer authentication, authorization, and access 
control for cloud-stored data to improve cloud 
computing security.  
 

 
 
Fig. 3: Cloud Computing Security Architecture [13] 
 
There are two primary facets to data security: 
 
Authentication: The security of the cloud is 
significantly influenced by authentication. 
Authentication is the process used to assess user 
identities with confidence. The degree of 
authentication assurance must be correct and 
appropriate given the sensitivity of the application, 

the information assets accessible, and the risk present 
[9]. 
Confidentiality: To keep private or confidential data 
in the cloud, users must ensure data confidentiality. 
Data confidentiality is typically protected by 
authentication and access control techniques [10, 11]. 
Access to sensitive and protected data is made 
possible by confidentiality in the context of computer 
systems [12]. 

 
2.5 Related Works of Cloud Security 
Various researchers discuss cloud computing 
security challenges and issues. The Cloud Computing 
Use Cases group [14] discusses the different use case 
scenarios and related requirements that may exist in 
the cloud computing model. They consider use cases 
from different perspectives, including customers, 
developers, and security engineers. ENISA [15] 
investigated the different security risks related to 
adopting cloud computing along with the affected 
assets, the risks, likelihood, impacts, and 
vulnerabilities in cloud computing that may lead to 
such risks. Similar efforts are discussed in "Top 
Threats to Cloud Computing" by CSA [16]. A work 
discusses the tools and materials for cloud computing 
security and cryptographic algorithms [17-18] used 
in cloud computing security. 

A hybrid cryptographic algorithm is developed 
to provide data security [19]. This hybrid 
algorithm combines famous symmetric (AES-128) 
and asymmetric (RSA-1024) encryption 
algorithms implemented in eye-OS. Some authors 
reviewed the security challenges encountered in 
cloud services with various stats and mentioned 
some critical issues in cloud security [20]. Their 
proposed model provides the solution to these key 
issues using AES encryption. They have compared 
symmetric encryption algorithms like 3DES, DES, 
and RC2 with parameters like encryption speed. 
Another research developed an enhanced hybrid 
data security algorithm using various algorithms 
like AES, ECDSA, and SHA256 for providing 
security to data stored inside [21]. These 
algorithms are arranged appropriately for securely 
communicating, uploading, and downloading data 
on the cloud. Some researchers developed a hybrid 
cryptography algorithm using four symmetric 
encryption algorithms (AES, RC6, BLOWFISH, 
and BRA) for secure file storage in a cloud 
environment [22]. A paper developed a hybrid 
encryption algorithm using three symmetric 
encryption algorithms and digital technique [23] 
for secure cloud file storage [24]. Based on the 
statistics [25], various hybrid cryptographic 
models suggest to using AES and FHE to 
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overcome security issues like data confidentiality, 
privacy, and integrity [26]. Another research work 
implemented a hybrid security model for securing 
medical patient's data stored in the cloud [27]. The 
authors have modified the AES algorithm and 
named it P-AES, which is used with RSA to 
provide privacy and security to medical data stored 
in the cloud [28]. 
 
 
3 Materials and Methods 
In this paper, we have proposed a model to use a 
hybrid encryption and decryption process based on 
AES-128 and the RSA algorithm. Furthermore, we 
used the HMAC algorithm to ensure the integrity and 
authenticity of data. The research methodology is 
described in distinct sections: 
 
3.1 Modules Description  
The three types of modules are described below. 
User Module: The user module views two options: 
Encryption and Decryption. The options are selected 
depending on the user. If the user wants to encrypt 
the file, select the encryption option. Otherwise, 
select the decryption option. 
Encryption Module: This module is used to encrypt 
the document easily. First, select the encryption 
option and then the encrypting file. After clicking the 
encryption button, the file is to be encrypted. 
Decryption Module: This module is used to decrypt 
the document easily. First, select the decryption 
option and then the encrypted file. Finally, click the 
decryption button. The file is to be decrypted. 
 
3.2 AES Algorithm 
A popular symmetric block cipher algorithm is AES. 
According to the AES standard, the algorithm can 
only take blocks of 128 bits. The name of the standard 
is AES-128, AES-192, or AES-256, depending on the 
version being utilized (Douglas, 2010). More 
extensive data must be divided into blocks to be 
encrypted because AES only supports 128-bit blocks. 
Four steps make up the AES algorithm's round, 
which is iterated ten times for keys with 128 bits, 
twelve times for keys with 192 bits, and fourteen 
times for keys with 256 bits. A list of key schedule 
words is then created using the expanded key. The 
four stages are as follows: Substitute bytes, Shift 
rows, Mix columns, and Add round key. Its algorithm 
proceeds as follows: 

 Given a plaintext x, initialize State to be x and 
perform an operation ADD ROUND KEY, in 
which using the x-or operation, perform Add 
Round Key with State. 

 For each of the first Nr - 1 rounds, perform a 
substitution operation called SubBytes on State 
using an S-box; 
 Perform a permutation ShiftRow on State; 
operate MixColumns on State; and perform Add 
Round Key. 
 Perform SubBytes, perform ShiftRows, and 

perform Add Round Key. 
 Define the cipher text y to be State. 

 

 
Fig. 4: AES algorithm grouping and 

encryption diagram. 
 

3.3 RSA Algorithm 

 
Fig. 5: RSA decryption algorithm flowchart 
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Fig. 6: RSA encryption algorithm flowchart. 
 

The RSA algorithm consists of three phases: key 
generation, encryption, and decryption. Figures 5 and 
6 give the encryption and description process of the 
RSA algorithm. 
 
Key Generation 

 Select random and secret two large primes p, q and 
check that p!=q. 

 Compute modulus n = pq 
 Compute phi, ϕ (n) = (p – 1) ( q – 1) 
 Select random public exponent: e such as 1 < e < n 

and gcd (e, ϕ) = 1 
 Compute d such as e. d ≡ 1 mod ϕ(n) and 1 < d < ϕ 

(n) 
 Public key: (n, e) 
 Private key: (n, d) 
 
Encryption Algorithm 

 Obtain the recipient’s public key (n, e) 
 Represents the plaintext message as a positive 

integer m 
 Compute the cipher text c = me mod n 

 
Decryption Algorithm 

 Uses his private key (n, d) to compute integer m=cd 
mod n 

 Extract the plaintext from the integer representative 
m. 

 
3.4 Hash-Based Message Authentication Code 

(HMAC) 
Two parties want to communicate, but they want to 
ensure that the contents of their connection remain 
private. They also distrust the internet and need a way 
to verify that the packets they receive haven't been 
tampered with. HMAC is a valid solution. Hash-
based message authentication code is a tool for 
calculating message authentication codes using a 
cryptographic hash function coupled with a secret 
key ''HMAC'' keys consisting of two parts. These are: 
Cryptographic keys: An encryption algorithm alters 
data; a recipient needs a specific code (or key) to 
make it more readable. HMAC relies on two sets of 
keys. One is public, and one is private. 
Hash function: A hash algorithm alters or digests the 
message once more. HMAC uses generic 
cryptographic hash functions, such as SHA-1, MD5. 
When complete, the message is considered 
irreversible, and it's also resistant to hacking. 
Someone who intercepts this message won't even be 
able to guess at its length.  
 
3.5 Procedure methodology 

The fundamental tenet of our suggested architecture 
is that to transfer the secret key of AES securely, we 
first encrypt the plaintext using the AES method 
before encrypting the secret key using the RSA 
technique. Thus, we may utilize these two algorithms' 
essential benefits, such as RSA secret key 
management's ease and security and AES's high-
speed encryption [29] [30]. To further confirm the 
integrity and validity of the message, we also 
executed the HMAC function using the secret key 
and the generated cipher text to attach the generated 
value to the end of the encrypted message before 
sending it to the cloud server [31]. This fusion of the 
strength of AES and RSA algorithms is known as a 
Hybrid Algorithm. 
 
3.5.1 Hybrid Algorithm 

A hybrid encryption approach uses two different 
types of encryption to protect data transfer: Text files 
are encrypted using the AES technique, and the AES 
key is encrypted using the asymmetric RSA 
algorithm to prevent third parties from confirming 
the transmission between clients or clients and 
servers and to make it more difficult for attackers to 
access. The algorithm has three steps to it. They are 
Key generation, Encryption, and Decryption. 
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Hybrid Algorithm Encryption Principle: The 
hybrid encryption algorithm employs two-layer AES 
and RSA encryption, and the encryption process goes 
through a series of adjustments and steps. The actions 
involved in the two methods' file encryption schemes 
are detailed below in the order of encryption. The 
AES algorithm clusters the processing units, and the 
ordered 128-bit data is assigned to a four-by-four 
state matrix. All transformations in the algorithm are 
finished and centered on the state matrix. Four 
straightforward arithmetic operations—Sub Bytes, 
Shift Rows, Mix Columns, and Add Round Key are 
used in the procedure. 
 
Hybrid Algorithm Decryption Principle: In the 
hybrid algorithm, the private key of the RSA 
algorithm is used to decode the cipher text encrypted 
by the public RSA key in the first layer, and then the 
AES key is used to decrypt the cipher text and get the 
plaintext. As RSA decryption is used, the encrypted 
cipher text c is decrypted and transformed, and the 
plain text m is obtained by the following calculation 
[32]. 

 
               m = cd mod n                                         (1) 

 
Here, d is calculated by the key generation algorithm, 
and n is the product of the large prime numbers p and 
q 
In the decryption process of the AES algorithm, Sub 
Bytes, Shift Rows, and Mix-Columns are the inverse 
operations of the encryption process. Still, in Add 
Round Key, the inverse operation is the same as the 
forward transformation because the X-OR operation 
is its own inverse. 
 
3.6 Details of Model in Encryption Process 
The details of the model encryption process can be 
divided into three parts. 
 
Ensuring the Confidentiality: Figure 7 shows P as 
our plaintext representation. Assuming that the 
plaintext will be encrypted using the AES-128 
technique, the EA stands for the AES encryption 
algorithm, and the K for the AES secret key. The 
attacker cannot access the plaintext without knowing 
the secret key of the encryption technique, as shown 
in Figure 3.4, where CP is the cipher text of the 
original plaintext P [29].  
Transfer the Secret Key: Sending the secret key via 
the internet will make it vulnerable to cracking. 
Therefore, we advise employing the RSA technique 
to encrypt the secret key in our suggested 
architecture. 

Ensuring Integrity and Message Authentication: 

We stated in Section B earlier that we will provide 
the CK and CP via the Internet channel to clarify the 
secrecy. Additionally, as we want to guarantee the 
authenticity and integrity of the message, we propose 
using the HMAC technique to generate an M1 value, 
attach it to the end of the cipher text CP, and send the 
entire message to the cloud server. The SHA-256 
algorithm is used by the embedded hash function 
[33]. 
 

 
Fig. 7: Encryption and decryption process of the 

proposed model 
 

 
Fig. 8: Flowchart of the proposed model. 

 
3.7 Details of Model in Decryption Process 
When the cloud server receives the message, it will 
first use its own RSA private key to gain the AES 
algorithm secret key K. Then it will retrieve the new 
value M2 of HMAC using the secret key and cipher 
text CP to verify the authenticity and integrity of the 
message. If they are equal, the plaintext is integrated 
verified, and must be processed by the cloud server. 
Figure 7 explains the processes for encrypting 
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plaintext and the secret key and decrypting the secret 
key and cipher text. 
 

3.8 Flowchart of Proposed Framework 
Figure 8 outlines the entire encryption and decryption 
procedure in our suggested paradigm. 
 
 
4 Results 
This section provides the implementation of Rivest, 
Shamir, and Adleman (RSA), Advanced Encryption 
Standard (AES), and Hybrid encryption technique 
algorithm according to the proposed structure, and 
simulation results are discussed in detail. All the 
algorithms have been programmed with Wolfram 
language in the Mathematica platform. The 
experiment was done using an HP laptop, which has 
Windows 10 as the operating system. The proposed 
model is implemented on the different sizes of data 
ranging from 64 bytes to 288 bytes. We calculated 
the encryption and decryption time throughput for all 
three algorithms and compared the results. 
 
4.1 RSA Encryption and Decryption Time  

Table 1 and Figure 9 below show the required time 
for the encryption and decryption process for the 
RSA Algorithm. 
 

Table 1. RSA encryption and decryption time 

 
 

 
Fig. 9: Encryption and decryption time 

consumption of RSA 

4.2 AES Encryption and Decryption Time 
The required encryption and decryption time for AES 
Algorithm is shown in Table 2 and Figure 10. 
 

Table 2. AES encryption and decryption time 
Data Size 
(Byte) 

Time required 
for encryption 
(s) 

Time required 
for decryption 
(s) 

64 0.00025241 0.00032401 
96 0.00023034 0.00033865 
144 0.00020102 0.00031522 
176 0.00024265 0.00030787 
208 0.00019955 0.00054922 
240 0.00025144 0.00027889 
288 0.00021165 0.00029941 

 

 

 
Fig. 10: Encryption and decryption time 

consumption of AES 
 

4.3 Encryption and Decryption Time for 

Proposed Hybrid Algorithm 
The required time for the encryption and decryption 
process for the proposed Hybrid Algorithm is shown 
in Table 3 and Figure 11 below. 

 
Table 3. Proposed Hybrid algorithm’s encryption 

and decryption time 
Data Size 
(Byte) 

Time required 
for encryption 
(s) 

Time required 
for decryption 
(s) 

64 1.04707 0.0540557 
96 1.04708 0.0540354 
144 1.0471 0.0539762 
176 1.04707 0.0539808 
208 1.04709 0.0539886 
240 1.04707 0.0539728 
288 1.04706 0.0539677 

 

Data Size 
(Byte) 

Time required for 
encryption (s) 

Time required for 
decryption (s) 

64 1.074 1.08057 
96 1.07541 1.07648 
144 1.07015 1.08404 
176 1.06584 1.08666 
208 1.06945 1.09343 
240 1.08034 1.09673 
288 1.08249 1.08561 
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Fig. 11: Encryption and decryption time consumption of 
the proposed Hybrid algorithm 

 
Table 4. The throughput value of the three 

algorithms 
RSA Throughput AES 

Throughput 
Hybrid 

Throughput 
562.92 2126.53 1104.38 

 
 

Table 5. Time is taken for each algorithm in the 
second 

Data 
size 
(Byt
e) 

RSA 
encrypti
on 

RSA 
decrypti
on 

AES 
encrypti
on 

AES 
decryption 

Hybrid 
encrypti
on 

Hybrid 
decryptio
n 

64 1.074 1.08057 0.000252
4 

0.0003240 1.04707 0.054055 

 
96 

 
1.0754 

 
1.07648 

 
0.000230
3 

  
0.0003386 

 
1.04708 

 
0.054035 

 
144 

 
1.0701 

 
1.08404 

 
0.000201
0 

 
0.0003152 

 
1.0471 

 
0.053976 

 
176 

 
1.0658 

 
1.08666 

 
0.000242
6 

 
0.0003078 

 
1.04707 

 
0.053980 

 
208 

 
1.0694 

 
1.09343 

 
0.000199
5 

 
0.0005492 

 
1.04709 

 
0.053988 

 
240 

 
1.0803 

 
1.09673 

 
0.000251
4 

 
0.0002788 

 
1.04707 

 
0.053972 

288 1.0824 1.08561 0.00021
16 

0.000299
41 

1.0470
6 

0.05396
77 

 

The proposed hybrid scheme allows the user to 
encrypt data with hybrid algorithms that use two 
robust encryption algorithms without taking more 
time for both encryption and decryption for various 
message lengths. 
 

 

Table 6. The total time for each algorithm in the 
second 

 

 

 
Fig. 12: Comparative analysis of the three 

algorithms' total time encryption and decryption. 
 

 
 

Fig. 13: Throughput value of the three algorithms 
 

Throughput: Throughput is the amount of data that 
passes via a network system. It is a result of dividing 
all data sent in bytes by the average time required to 

 

Throughput Comparison 

2126.53 

1104.38 
2500 

2000 

1500 

1000 

500 

0 

562.92 
Hybrid Throughput 

AES Throughput 

RSA Throughput 

1 
 
RSA Throughput AES Throughput Hybrid Throughput 

Data Size 
(Byte) 

RSA Total 
Time 

AES Total 
Time 

Hybrid Total 
Time 

64 2.15457 0.00057642 1.1011257 

96 2.15189 0.00056899 1.1011154 

144 2.15419 0.00051624 1.1010762 

176 2.1525 0.00055051 1.1010508 

208 2.16288 0.00074877 1.1010786 

240 2.17707 0.00053033 1.1010428 

288 2.1681 0.00051106 1.1010277 
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send all data in seconds. The throughput value in 
(B/Sec) for each algorithm is shown in Table 4. 
 

Comparative Analysis of the Results 
 

 
Fig. 14: The encryption-decryption time of the three 

algorithms in Wolfram Mathematica 
 

 
Fig. 15: The encryption-decryption time value of 
the three algorithms in a tabular form in Wolfram 

Mathematica 
 

This part shows a comparative analysis based on 
metrics such as encryption time, decryption time, 
total time, throughput, and data size to measure the 
performances of the selected algorithms. The 
encryption-decryption schedule of the three is 
shown in Table 5 with different data sizes. 

Three algorithms are used in this experiment to 
encrypt and decrypt the same data size. The 
encryption-decryption schedule of the three is shown 
in Table 5 with different data sizes. Table 6 shows the 
total processing time in seconds. According to the 
results shown in Table 6, it is clear that the hybrid 
algorithm is better than the other algorithms (AES 
and RSA) after testing the three algorithms and 

calculating the time required to complete the 
processing of several data of different sizes. Results 
show that the best algorithm is the hybrid algorithm, 
which provides the reliability and the highest security 
for the data sent; when the RSA, AES, and hybrid 
algorithms are compared, the encryption and 
decryption time differences are evaluated in Figure 
12. Throughput analysis is shown in Figure 13. 
Figures 14 and 15 present the three algorithms' 
encryption and decryption time values in the 
Wolfram Mathematica platform. The hybrid 
encryption algorithm provides the highest level of 
data security than other algorithms, and its speed is 
much faster than RSA and slightly slower than AES 
algorithms. 
 
 
5 Discussions 
According to the experiments applied in this paper, 
the decryption time of the RSA algorithm and the 
AES algorithm increases with increased data size. 
The RSA algorithm has increased dramatically, 
almost linear development, and the AES algorithm 
has increased marginally. The decryption time of the 
hybrid encryption algorithm is stable close to a 
specific value, close to the AES algorithm. Compared 
to the RSA algorithm, the improvement in decryption 
performance has a noticeable impact on large files. 
Through contrasting encryption and decryption 
above, the hybrid algorithm significantly increases 
encryption performance relative to the RSA 
algorithm while encrypting and decrypting broad 
data. Owing to the use of dual-layer encryption, the 
decryption complexity is intensified as the data is 
decrypted, and the hybrid algorithm optimizes the 
dilemma that the AES algorithm key is leaked and the 
authentication is ineffective. The functionalities of 
the algorithm determine the level of data security. 
The table below describes the nature of the algorithm, 
security level, key management, and time parameters 
for AES, RSA, and Hybrid. The table gives the 
summary of functionalities enhanced regarding 
values assigned to hybrid. 
  

Table 7. Summary of the functionalities of the 
algorithms AES, RSA, and Hybrid 

FACTORS AES RSA HYBRID 

                           
NATURE 

 

Type of 
algorithm 

Symmetric Asymmetric Hybrid 

Data size Big Small Big 
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Block size 128,192, 256 
bits 

Minimum 512 
bits 

128 bits 

Power 
consumption 

Low High Low 

Rounds 10,12,14 1 AES-14, 
RSA-1 

Memory space Less More More 

TIME  

Encryption/ 
Decryption 

Fast Slow Fast 

Speed of 
computation 

Fast Slow Fast 

Software 
Implementation 

Fast Slow Fast 

Hardware 
Implementation 

Fast Slow Fast 

 
This hybrid technique combines the features of 

both asymmetric cryptography and symmetric 
cryptography—a proposed schema based on two 
levels of data encryption and key encryption. The 
technique provides a higher level of security and 
efficiency level. It is better than either of the 
techniques used separately. 

The AES-128 algorithm achieves data security in 
this hybrid to confirm confidentiality. Data integrity 
is a process that is difficult to meet with only 
symmetric keys. The combination of RSA 
guaranteed this security goal to encrypt the AES 
secret key. Authentication of the sender and non-

repudiation of data is ensured using the HMAC 
function. Furthermore, they must be archived under 
time-based management to be available for 
retrieving. The combination of different 
cryptography algorithms provide maximized 
efficiency, correcting or compensating. This 
approach offers a solution for various weaknesses 
that must be faced in a security cryptosystem, 
including. The results showed that the hybrid 
encryption is 67.47% faster than the RSA algorithm 
and 32.39% slower than the AES algorithm. That's 
why the hybrid encryption algorithm can be used in 
software applications, system design, and other fields 
required to exchange data security, which can 
effectively protect the data, in addition to the 
performance and fast execution time. 
 
 
6 Conclusion 
Cloud computing is the latest trend in IT. But security 
is the biggest challenge in this area. So, researchers 
mainly concentrate on this area. Encryption is the 
best security method; now, different kinds of 
encryption techniques apply in cloud computing 
environments, and hacking can be prevented. In this 
paper, we have suggested a mechanism of hybrid 
encryption and decryption based on the AES-128-bit 
algorithm to encrypt the original plaintext and then 
encrypt the secret key of AES by the RSA algorithm. 
Furthermore, we used the value produced by the 
HMAC algorithm and attached to it the end of the 
encrypted plaintext to check the integrity and 
authenticity of the message. The experiment results 
show the time required for encryption and decryption 
of different data sizes started from 64 bytes up to 288 
bytes. Moreover, the throughput value has been 
measured for the three algorithms. According to the 
experiments applied in this paper, the hybrid 
encryption algorithm can be used in software 
applications, system design, and other fields required 
to exchange data security, which can effectively 
protect the data, in addition to the performance and 
fast execution time. 

In future studies, to provide complete cloud 
computing security from several aspects, we want to 
add more parameters to this secure suite's privacy 
framework and validate the marks on the keys and 
records that are unquestionably shared. 
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Confidentiality Moderate High High 

Integrity None High High 
Authentication None Moderate High 

Non- 
repudiation 

None None High 
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None Possible Available 

Hash function None Possible Available 

KEY  

Key generation Yes Yes Yes 

Key storage No Yes Yes 

Multiple keys No Yes Yes 

Secret key Yes Yes Yes 

Public key No Yes Yes 

Shared key Yes No No 

Distribution 
public key 

No Yes Yes 

Distribution of 
secret 
key 

Yes No No 

Pair keys No Yes Yes 

Inverse keys Yes No Yes 
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